TCA Plans March Drive; To Get More Tech Blood

The Cambridge Red Cross Blood-Mobile will be at Kresge Auditorium, from March 15 through March 18, to collect blood from MIT students and staff in the annual TCA Blood Drive. TCA has held a blood drive since World War II and collected 226 pints last year, but only one pint of blood a day was collected before the drive turned out.

Dave Montgomery, '60, TCA head, and Bob Wettich, '61, chairman of this year's drive will be satisfied with the day's take but are hoping for more donors.

TCA to Visit Dorms

Because parents under 21 need parents' permission if they desire to give blood, TCA solicitors will go into action two weeks before the actual drive in support of the campaign. The dormitories will also help in the drive by asking the support of its staff.

For Tech's Use

Montgomery stated that the Institute will receive an important benefit from the drive. He said that any of the MIT Staff or student body can use the blood if they need it.

TCA and Red Cross

The Red Cross Blood Drive is an annual event that the Institute has held since World War II. The drive is held to collect blood for the use of MIT staff and students. This year's drive will be held from March 15 through March 18, and will be open to students and staff of MIT.

Ruth Slenzakyski, a junior in the Biology Department, will be in charge of the drive.

Police Ground Crated Freshman

Boston police foilled the attempt of MIT freshman Roland Scott to fly to Washington concealed in a wooden crate on Monday of exam week. Scott, a 17 year old Phi Kappa Sigma pledge from Valdosta, Ga., built himself a wooden crate, supplied himself with wet salami sandwiches, some cookies, and a warm flashlight and hid in the crate. He was delivered to Logan Airport by 6 P.M. on Monday.

Unfortunately, the crate did not make connections and was held over to be sent on the 8 P.M. flight. Meanwhile, Scott's friends had notified police. By 9:30 P.M., Scott was in police custody.

Ruth Slenzakyski To Give Recital In Kresge Feb. 27

The semi-annual Morris Bay Music Lecture will be held this Sunday in Kresge. Dr. Abraham A. Neuman, President of Drew College, will speak on "Another Golden Age of Judiasm.

The lecture, which will begin at 8:30 P.M. in the auditorium, is free of charge and open to the public. Following his talk, Dr. Neuman will answer questions from the audience.

Debaters Will Hold 30 School Contest On Friday Afternoon

Tech debaters will be host Friday and Saturday, February 15 and 16, to the debating teams from thirty Eastern colleges and its air-flight service. Judge Thomas Kay in the East Coast route released Scott for a period of six months at which time he will discharge charges if Scott gets into a trouble of trouble.

M I T To Form Team

Oxford Seeks Tiddlywinks Match

Tom Nicholson, of Oxford University, issued a ringing challenge to MIT in the following letter:

"The Oxford University Tiddlywinks Society hereby challenges the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to a match as part of our projected tour (mainly New England) in September of this year.

We are aware, and have been inspired by the potential of our American colleagues, that we are entering an area where we are not so familiar. The Tiddlywinks, which is the national game of our society, is played on a square table 24 inches on a side. The equipment consists of two wooden paddles and a felt-covered ball. The object of the game is to hit the ball into the opponent's side, and is played in pairs.

We are most interested in the possibility of a match in the Cambridge area, and would be most grateful if you would consider the proposal. The match would be held as part of a larger conference on the subject of the Tiddlywinks, which is currently being organized by the MIT Society. We would be delighted to host the match, and are confident that our American colleagues would be equally enthusiastic.

We would be happy to arrange for a meeting at any time, and are looking forward to the possibility of a match in Cambridge. We are most grateful for your consideration of this proposal."